Year Five Home Learning – BBC Bitesize Online

Monday
English
Antonyms and Synonyms
First challenge – say
‘synonym’ aloud. Not
cinnamon! Haha!
SATs style quiz questions

YEAR 5 Summer 2 / Week 1 01.06.20 – 05.06.20
Any resources highlighted blue can be found at https://laughtonallsaints.org/kidszone/class/class-4
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
English
English
English
Character development and semi-colons
Settings and subordinate
Using fronted adverbials
conjunctions
Draw and design your character. If you have
Adverb = word to describe a verb
any spare wallpaper, you could draw around
(action)
yourself and create them on a larger scale.
Describing settings word mat
Adverbial = does the same job as
an adverb but is a phrase (group of
Re-write these sentences using semi-colons.
Subordinating conjunctions
words)
 He lives near a beach so the salty air is making
poster prompt below
Fronted adverbial = an adverbial at
his car rust.
(AWHITEBUS)
the start of a sentence.




Maths
Multiply unit and non-unit
fractions by an integer
See notes on Fractions
below - I have attempted to
explain a few methods I
would go through with pupils.
It’s not so easy in text –
contact me if you need
support/clarification.
Guidance and prompts sheet
History
Anglo-Saxon art and
culture
Use the poster to help you
create a poster or 3D model
of an Anglo-Saxon village.

Visit www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons and select ‘Year 5’.

We did an experiment in class. All the students
participated.
It was a very hot day but I had my sun cap on.
It is my birthday tomorrow. I am going bowling.

Maths
Multiply mixed numbers by an integer

Friday
English
Planning and writing a story
I’d love to read any stories you have
written! But, I also know that sometimes
your best, most creative stories are
written just for you.
Have a look at the JK Rowling challenge
below.

Subordinate clauses mini test
Weekly reading text - Anglo Saxon
society
Maths
Solving problems with
fractions

Maths
Fractions of amounts in context

Maths
Challenge of the week
Let Miss Stowell know how you get on. 

Guidance and prompts sheet
Guidance and prompts sheet

Would you rather? Fractions
questions
Geography
Fossil fuels and renewable energy
Research and present on the advantages and
disadvantages of renewable and nonrenewable energy.

Science
Life cycles in humans and
animals
Creative ideas for presenting life
cycles below.

French
At school, hobbies and culture
Great website here for French –
tutorials on the words, pronunciation
and games to practise.
https://www.frenchgames.net/frenchtopics

Design and Technology
Mechanical systems
Most of you will have explored cam
mechanisms with Mr Morley in tribe time.
We’d love to see your own creations,
even if they take a few weeks to create.

No Laptop or iPad?
Bitesize daily TV shows will return Monday 8th June. This week they have all the best bits from their daily shows so far on the Red Bu tton from 9am
You can also catch up on ‘Teacher Talks’ on BBC iPlayer. Quick 5-minute lessons on maths and English! bbc.in/TeacherTalks
Spellings
Illustration Challenge!
Visit https://spellingframe.co.uk/ and choose Year 5 and 6.
JK Rowling is releasing her new book, ‘The Ickabog’, a chapter at a time, online for
This week’s rule: Spelling Rule 48 - Homophones and other words that are often
free! You can read the chapters published so far at
confused (3 of 5)
https://www.theickabog.com/home/.

practice, practise

prophecy, prophesy

(Note – use ‘c’ for a noun, ‘s’ for a verb – it is the same for advice/advise)

stationary, stationery
(Note – a car is stationary and still, a pen is a type of stationery)

steal, steel

wary, weary

who's, whose

(Note – who’s is the contracted form of who is)
Access the ‘Spelling Tiles’ section and free games to practise these spellings then
take a test.

There is a once in a lifetime opportunity for children
to provide the illustrations for this book. Illustrations
are needed for different themes seen here:
https://theickabogcompetition.com/illustrationthemes For more information about entry, follow the UK competition link.

FRACTIONS GUIDANCE
GLOSSARY OF TERMS


Integer means whole number



A unit fraction has a numerator of one ( 𝟐, 𝟓, 𝟔 etc). A non-unit fraction does not ( 𝟓, 𝟔 etc).



An improper fraction is greater than one whole - we say it has a big head as it is top heavy! ( 𝟒, 𝟐 )



Equivalent means the same value ( 𝟐 is equivalent to 𝟔 , 𝟏𝟎 , 𝟓𝟎%, 𝟎. 𝟓 … )



A mixed number/mixed fraction is made up of wholes and fractions (3𝟐 = three and a half). 3 𝟐 is equivalent to 𝟐 but it should be written as a mixed

𝟏 𝟏 𝟏

𝟑 𝟒
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number OR an improper fraction so it is not correct to write 2 𝟐, even though the value is technically equivalent. Fractions are difficult, I know!

Message from Miss Stowell 
I have attempted to explain a few different methods here. It is difficult to do in text so please contact me if you’d like further clarification. There are a
few different methods and for some, the way that we would explain it at school may be slightly different to how other adults were taught or to how it is
explained on the Bitesize programme. Please know that whichever method works for your child, and which they are able to remember, is fine.
Fractions is a very difficult concept and there are lots of ways that pupils are expected to manipulate fractions once they have the understanding. It
is, however, crucially important that they first understand what a fraction is, can represent them as a part of a whole, and can compare/visualise the
𝟏

𝟏

general size of them. Without them, problems solving with fractions is very difficult. If they cannot ‘see’ that 𝟒 is smaller than 𝟑, even though the
𝟔

bottom number is ‘bigger’, or that 𝟖 is larger than a half, then they would be better off consolidating these basics before moving on.
Lots of pupils struggle with this and there are lots of visual and practical games/activities for this. This will be more beneficial down the line than trying
to multiply mixed numbers if they don’t know what they are or why a method works.

Guidance specific to each day’s activities is available at https://laughtonallsaints.org/kidszone/class/class-4

TIP: These are the CO-ORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS. So if it’s not one of the seven below, it must be
SUBORDINATING.

Creative ideas for Life Cycles

https://www.easypeasyandfun.com/butterfly-life-cycle-paper-toy/
https://www.easypeasyandfun.com/3d-frog-life-cycle-craft/

